Hyperbole - Middle School

MatchIt - Sentences

Match the sentence on the right to the word on the left that is the best match.

1) dance  □ I will die if he asks me to ______.
2) centuries □ I have a thousand things to do ______.
3) letter   □ It took him two seconds to ______ here.
4) drive    □ I have an ______ list of things to do.
5) always   □ My dad is ______ working 24/7.
6) movie    □ His garlic breath could knock over an ______.
7) elephant □ We waited in line for ______.
8) endless  □ I've seen this ______ a thousand times.
9) knocked □ The ______ took forever to arrive.
10) today   □ You could have ______ me over with a feather.